Read all instructions carefully before using this item
Automatic Tie Rack Instruction Manual

Congratulations! You have got a wonderful business partner!

This is an IC-controlled intelligent Automatic Tie Rack. Hanging your ties on the hook belt, the belt will circling by simply pressing the control buttons and will stop automatically after 20 seconds. Hook belt runs with 3 LED lights to illuminate your selection which will keep on for extra 10 seconds for you to pick up your favorite tie today. You will have no worry if forgotten to stop the mechanism manually, the intelligent function will save battery by itself.

Assembly

A. Tie Rack Body (1)
B. Tie Rack Cover (1)
C. Belt Hooks (4)
D. Large Screws (2)
E. Small Screws (2)
F. Battery Lid

Operation

Please follow the operation instruction below.

1. Release Top Support along the mark “▲” direction. (Fig.1)
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2. Fit the entire Bottom Support at the middle of Tie Rack onto the round bar of your wardrobe and slide the Top Support in place. (Fig. 2)
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3. Take out the bolt from accessory pack, fasten the tie rack at clockwise direction. (Fig. 3)
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4. Install extra hooks onto the tie rack. Take out the extra 4 hooks in accessory pack and fix them at the bottom of tie rack following the direction marked. (Fig. 4)

5. Take out battery case following the direction of Fig. 5.

6. Release Battery Case Cover according to the mark "↓" direction, install 4 x C batteries then put the Battery Case Cover back in place. (Fig. 6)

7. Slide the battery case back in place. (Fig. 7)

8. Function buttons:
* Right Circle: hook belt turning right circle with LED illumination lights on belt is keeping running for 20 seconds then automatically stopped while LED is on for 30 seconds before off.
* Left Circle: hook belt turning left circle with LED illumination lights on. belt is keeping running for 20 seconds then automatically stopped while LED is on for 30 seconds before off.
* Stop: when the belt is running, no matter left or right circle, you can stop it by pressing this button, but LED lights will still on for extra 10 seconds

Alternative method to fix the appliance: assemble the pothook, fixing board and top support as Fig. 9 showed then hook the assembled top support on the bar shelf of your wardrobe; Install the locker and washer in sequence according to Direction 1 then screw the dishing nut firmly so that the pothook and fixing board can be firmly pressed; Slide the Top Support in place from opposite direction of mark "▲".

Caution:
1. Don't mix new and old batteries inside the mechanism for usage.
2. Don't commix alkaline battery, rechargeable battery and zinc battery inside the mechanism for usage.
3. Don't throw waste batteries in fire.
4. Please apply required proper batteries to the mechanism. Please install batteries following polarity instruction inside the battery case.
5. Reinstall batteries into the battery case at least 10 seconds after taking old batteries off. Otherwise, it will lead to program error or tie rack unworking.
6. Take out batteries from mechanism if long time nonuse or battery is dead.

Tie Rack is not a toy, keep it away from children.
Warranty

This product has a warranty for 6 months from provable date of purchase against defects in material and workmanship.

During this period such defects will be repaired, or the product will be replaced at no charge.

This warranty does not cover damage caused by misuse, negligence or improper installation. Warranty is also invalid in any case that the product is taken apart or serviced by an unauthorized service station.

TO CLAIM

Send your package postage prepaid with a copy of your proof of purchase. You should enclose a letter explaining the nature of your difficulty in detail. Please allow 2-4 weeks for return shipping.
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